
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
Chapter 8 

TOWN CENTRES AND SHOPPING 
 
 

The South Somerset Local Plan (SSLP) was adopted on 27 April 2006 and “saved” until 26 April 2009
pending the preparation of replacement Local Development Framework (LDF) documents. 
 
The Government Office for the South West have agreed to extend most Policies and Proposals beyond
the 3 year saved period”. 
 
Policies that have not been extended are struck through in the text. For ease of reference these are: 
Chapter 6: Utilities   Policy EU1 Renewable Energy 

  Policy EU2 Wind Turbines 
  Policy EU5 Flooding 

Chapter 10: Housing   Policy HG5 Replacement Dwellings in the Countryside 
  Policy HG13 Sites for Travelling Show People 
  Policy HG14 Sites for Travelling Show People 
 

A number of Proposals have also not been extended as they have already been implemented or have
Planning Permission and are under construction. These are: 
Chapter 12: Area East   Proposal ME/CACA/3(ii) Torbay Road, Castle Cary 
Chapter 13: Area North   Proposal HG/SOME/4  The Mill House, Sutton Road, Somerton 
     Proposal HG/SOPE/2  Land at Lightgate Lane, South Petherton 
     Proposal TP/SOME/5  Widening of Cartway Lane, Somerton 
     Proposal TP/SOME/6  Pedestrian Priority in West Street, Somerton 
     Proposal CR/FIVE/1  Land at existing playing field, Fivehead 
Chapter 14: Area South   Proposal HG/YEOV/2  Former Factory site, west of Larkhill Road, Yeovil
     Proposal HG/YEOV/3  Former Jewsons Yard, Newton Road, Yeovil 
     Proposal ME/YEOV/6  Land east of Buckland Road, Pen Mill, Yeovil 
     Proposal CR/BRYM/3  Land at Abbey Farm, Yeovil 
Chapter 15: Area West   Proposal HG/CHAR/2  Land off Lower Touches, Chard 
     Proposal HG/ILMI/1  Land north of Summervale Medical Centre,  

Wharf Lane, Ilminster 
     Proposal MU/ILMI/2  Land off Shudrick Lane, Ilminster 
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CHAPTER 8: TOWN CENTRES AND SHOPPING 

 
TOWN CENTRES  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
8.1 Town centres serve a variety of functions and 

provide a wide range of uses that need to be 
accessible to a large number of people. They 
are not just about shopping, although this is 
clearly a major factor in the health of a town 
centre. They also provide business and 
employment opportunities, housing, civic 
offices and services, health and educational 
opportunities, transport connections, meeting 
places, leisure, arts and entertainment 
facilities, and tourist attractions. The diversity 
of uses and their accessibility are important to 
vitality and viability. 

 
8.2 Town centres across the country have had to 

change in response to the increasingly 
competitive retail and leisure markets resulting 
from changing social and economic demands. 
These are most evident in, firstly, the concept 
of out-of-town centre shopping and, secondly, 
the increasing competition between town 
centres: a consequence of increasing social 
mobility and affluence. 

 
8.3 Whilst the changing market has threatened the 

traditional role and future of town centres, and 
the ability of town centres to respond has been 
constrained, for example, by problems of 
access and car parking, poor environment and 
image, and fragmented responsibility, they 
have retained their inherent advantages. Town 
centres are still the focus of most shopping 
trips, they are major employment areas, they 
provide a wide range of other business 
services, and are important social and cultural 
centres. 

 
8.4 There has been a shift in policy attitude 

towards town centres, in recognition of the 
importance they play in community life and the 
central role they can have in promoting 
sustainable development in the future. 
Government policy, as set out in PPS6: 
Planning for Town Centres and PPG13: 
Transport strongly supports the role of town 
centres and identifies them as the preferred 

location for new development of key uses 
(those which attract a lot of people). 

 
8.5 The District Council is firmly committed to 

maintaining the vitality and viability of existing 
town centres and resisting development which 
would adversely affect them. Local plans have 
an important role in achieving this objective by 
sustaining and enhancing the vitality and 
viability of town centres, particularly through: 
the promotion of new and mixed-use 
development; the retention of key uses; the 
promotion of town centre management and car 
parking strategies; and the use of good urban 
design. 

 
8.6 Although future success will, to a degree, 

depend on a diversity of uses, shopping will 
continue to be the single most important 
activity in town centres. In recent years there 
has been a significant growth in the retail 
industry and many of the towns in the District 
have, to varying degrees, been subject to 
pressure for new development, particularly 
outside the traditional centres. To respond to 
these changes and address emerging issues, 
the District Council commissioned retail 
consultants, Drivers Jonas, to carry out a study 
of shopping in the District in 1994 this was 
updated in 2000 and, its information has been 
used in the preparation of the Local Plan. 

 
8.7 In particular, the report endorses the use of 

the ‘sequential’ approach for the location of 
new retail development, as expressed in 
PPS6, and this has been the basis for the 
development of policy in this Local Plan. The 
result is a set of policies very different from 
previous Local Plans and requires an 
understanding of different terms and 
principles. In particular, the sequential 
approach identifies ‘preferred’ locations (town 
centre (or Yeovil Town Centre Shopping Area), 
edge-of-centre, district and local centres) that 
are to be considered before ‘out-of-centre’ 
sites. These are explained in more detail in 
paragraphs 8.18 to 8.34 below and 
incorporated in Policies MC2 to MC6. How the 
policies relate to different land uses and 
different locations is outlined below: 
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SHOPPING 
 
Preferred Locations: 
1. Primary Shopping Areas or the Yeovil 

Town Centre Shopping Area (Policy 
MC2). 

2. Edge of Centre (Policy MC2). 
3. District and Local Centres: subject to 

scale (Policy MC2). 
Out-of-centre Locations: 
Small-scale proposals serving day-to-day 
needs of local area (Policy MC3). 
Other proposals in locations accessible by a 
choice of means of transport only where there 
is a clearly defined need which cannot be met 
in a preferred location (Policies MC3 and TP5). 

 
OTHER USES 

 
Preferred Locations: 
1. Town Centres, excluding Primary 

Shopping Frontages (Policies MC1 and 
MC4). 

 Proposals which attract a lot of people 
should be readily accessible to public 
transport facilities (Policy MC5). 

2. Edge of Centre, for proposals which 
attract a lot of people and which are 
readily accessible to public transport 
facilities (Policy MC5). 

 
Out-of-centre Locations: 
Small scale proposals serving day to day 
needs of local area (Policy MS2). 
Proposals which attract a lot of people in 
locations accessible by choice of means of 
transport only where there is a clearly defined 
need which cannot be met in a preferred 
location (Policies MC6 and TP5). 

 
8.8 As part of the preparation of the district 

shopping report, town centre ‘health checks’ 
were also carried out for the main centres. 
These looked at indicators of vitality and 
viability such as vacant premises; diversity of 
uses; physical structure; retailer 
representation; accessibility; and customer 

views. These will assist in the consideration of 
development proposals. 

 
 The Existing Situation
 
8.9 Yeovil, the largest Town in the District, is the 

second largest in Somerset and functions as a 
sub-regional centre to the wide rural hinterland 
for a number of services. It has continued to 
grow in recent years with commercial services 
expanding accordingly, although much of the 
new shopping has been outside the town 
centre. The amount of shopping floorspace in 
the town centre has increased substantially 
since the mid 1980’s with the completion of 
the Quedam centre and the Tesco’s 
superstore. The eastern side of the town 
centre has, however, experienced some 
decline and the District Council has identified 
this area for priority action. A number of 
initiatives are actively being pursued. Outside 
the town centre there have been the Asda and 
Morrisons large foodstores, and retail 
warehouses on the Houndstone Business 
Park and the Lynx Trading Estate. There are 
local shopping facilities in the suburban areas 
of the town. 

 
8.10 Chard, Crewkerne and Wincanton are the next 

largest town centres in the District and each 
provides a range and variety of services and 
facilities for a wider catchment population. 
Elsewhere, there are important town centres 
at Bruton, Castle Cary, Ilminster, Langport, 
Martock and Somerton, which generally serve 
more restricted populations. Many of the 
villages in the District contain local shops, and 
sometimes services, although some of these 
may be economically marginal and recent 
years have seen the closure of a number of 
such businesses. 

 
8.11 Traditionally, offices and other service 

businesses have sought town centre locations. 
However, in Yeovil in particular, some such 
businesses are seeking premises on trading 
estates, particularly those firms which are not 
dependent upon directly serving members of 
the public. Conversely, those businesses 
reliant on passing trade, particularly in the 
financial and property sectors, continue to 
seek prime shopping street locations. 

 
 

8.2 South Somerset Local Plan 1991-2011 
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 Town Centre Strategies 

8.12 The District Council is committed to promoting 
town centre management in ways appropriate 
to the various centres.  In Yeovil this takes the 
form of the Yeovil Town Centre Partnership.  
This town centre initiative involves a 
partnership of private and public groups.  This 
partnership has been instrumented in bringing 
forward a number of successful town centre 
promotional events and community safety 
initiatives.  In recognition of this work Yeovil 
Town Centre was awarded a Safer Business 
Award in 2005.  In other centres, town centre 
management is more informal and involves 
various local partnerships and consultative 
groups looking at individual and/or general 
matters.  These can be found, for example, in 
Chard, Wincanton, Castle Cary, Crewkerne 
and Ilminster. 

 
8.13 The District Council is also supporting the 

County Council in the preparation and 
implementation of transport strategies for the 
Towns in South Somerset. Although these are 
developing integrated transport strategies for 
the Towns, there are clear and direct 
relationships to the town centres. Emerging 
from the studies are measures to maintain and 
enhance public transport services, which are 
focused on the town centres, provide 
alternatives to the car, and the preparation of 
appropriate parking strategies. The Council 
already carries out regular reviews of parking 
pricing and in Yeovil in particular, has 
recognised the need to prepare a more 
comprehensive parking strategy. Parking 
policies are detailed in the Transport Chapter, 
paragraphs 7.30 to 7.34. 

 
 Structure Plan Policy
 
8.14 The Structure Plan identifies, in Policy STR2, 

Yeovil, Chard, Crewkerne, Ilminster and 
Wincanton as Towns, which will function as 
the main locations for various services. Yeovil 
is also identified as a sub-regional centre for 
some services. Below Towns Policy STR3 
identifies Rural Centres as focal points for 
local services, and Villages to provide only 
limited local services. Policy STR4 identifies 
Towns as the focus of new development with 
priority being given to the re-use of previously 
developed land and to the encouragement of 

mixed-use development.  In accordance with 
Policy STR5, provision should be made in 
Rural Centres for development which is 
necessary to sustain their roles, whilst in 
Villages, development will be more limited. 
Rural Centres and Villages are identified in 
Policies ST1 and ST2 of this Local Plan. 

 
LOCAL PLAN OBJECTIVES 
 
8.15 The main objectives are to maintain and 

improve the vitality and viability of existing 
centres, and to make provision for additional 
development in individual centres in order to 
meet better the future needs of residents. To 
achieve these objectives, policies relating to 
the location of major new developments, 
particularly major traffic generators, are 
included. The Local Plan also takes into 
account the locational needs of offices and 
services. Other appropriate chapters of this 
Local Plan consider the various issues, such 
as conservation and enhancement, car 
parking and traffic, relating to town centre 
character and appearance. 

 
POLICIES 
 

Primary Shopping Frontages 
 
8.16 A diversity of uses is an important contributor 

to the vitality and viability of town centres as a 
whole. Different but complementary uses can 
reinforce each other and improve the 
attractiveness of town centres to a large 
number of people. However, while it is 
acknowledged that non-retail uses play an 
integral role in the functioning of the town 
centre, shopping continues to be the most 
important activity. In most of the District’s 
larger centres - Yeovil, Chard, Crewkerne, 
Ilminster, Langport and Somerton – Primary 
Shopping Frontages have been identified 
encompassing streets dominated by shops, 
having the greatest pedestrian traffic and 
forming the heart of the town centre. It is 
considered that the compactness of these 
areas is an important consideration in the 
maintenance of the centres as attractive and 
convenient places to shop. There is evidence 
that non-retail uses (particularly in the financial 
and property sectors) fragment, and thus make 
less attractive and convenient, the core 
shopping streets. Policy MC1 therefore 
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safeguards these Primary Shopping 
Frontages. The necessity for such a policy is 
emphasised by the essentially linear form of 
the centres. Outside Primary Shopping 
Frontages other town centre uses may be 
appropriate and Policy MC4 (Other Uses in 
Town Centres) will apply. However, in such 
locations there may be secondary shopping 
frontages which are important to town centre 
vitality and viability and in these locations 
particular regard will be had to the cumulative 
impact of loss of retail units from other uses. 

Policy MC1 
Development proposals resulting in the 
change of use from retail (class A1 of the 
use classes order) to non-retail on ground 
floors within the defined primary shopping 
frontages will be permitted, except where 
the number or coalescence of such uses 
would undermine the dominant retail 
function. 

 
8.17 In the context of this policy, ‘non-retail’ uses 

refer to all uses outside Class A1 of the 1987 
Use Classes Order. In the case of food and 
drink premises, possible environmental 
nuisances such as smell, traffic and parking 
will be given careful consideration in 
accordance with Policy ST6. If necessary, 
conditions will be imposed on permissions in 
order to alleviate difficulties. 

 
 Location of Shopping Development 
 
8.18 The location of retail development, or uses 

which attract a lot of people, has important 
implications for the vitality and viability of town 
centres. Trends towards the dispersal of major 
retail developments, and also office and 
leisure uses, to out-of-centre or edge-of-town 
locations have, in some cases, harmed the 
nearby town centres, by attracting trade away 
from them. Such locations are also less likely 
to be easily accessed by walking, cycling or 
public transport. 

 
8.19 The District Council is committed to 

safeguarding and strengthening town centres. 
Maintaining and improving the range and 
quality of shopping provision is, of course, 
central to this. Town Centres will, therefore, be 
the preferred location for new shopping. The 

town centre ‘health checks’ showed loss of 
retail expenditure out of some town centres 
which, although continuing to be successful, 
are increasingly vulnerable to any further loss 
of trade. It is therefore important to ensure that 
any additional appropriate development, 
particularly retailing, should be regarded as 
opportunities to enhance and strengthen town 
centres. It is recognised however, that not all 
town centres will be suitable for such 
developments, particularly large-scale 
proposals, usually because of the size and/or 
function of the centre, or historic character. In 
such circumstances, developments should 
firstly be considered at a scale appropriate to 
the size, function and character of the centre. 
When considering such proposals, the District 
Council will be looking for flexibility and 
awareness of opportunities to fit local 
circumstances. 

 
8.20 Government guidance states that local 

planning authorities should adopt a 
‘sequential approach’ to considering 
proposals for retail development.  Primary 
Shopping Areas have been defined for the 
main centres across the District and will be the 
First Preferred Location for shopping 
proposals. A slightly different approach has 
been adopted for Yeovil because it is 
strategically more important than other centres 
in the District and is large enough to include 
distinct areas where non-retail uses 
predominate. This is most evident on the south 
side of the centre where there are offices, civic 
and leisure uses and where retail uses would 
not be appropriate. In Yeovil, a Yeovil Town 
Centre Shopping Area has been defined 
which will be the first preferred location within 
the Town Centre. This area has been defined 
to include not only existing shopping areas, 
Primary and Secondary Shopping Frontages, 
but also some areas close to these shopping 
frontages which have links to them and are 
considered suitable locations for shopping. 
Other town centre uses may also be 
acceptable in such locations and the District 
Council will encourage mixed-use 
developments where appropriate. 

 
8.21 Where it is not possible to locate appropriate 

proposals in First Preferred Locations it may 
then be appropriate to consider Second 
Preferred Locations - suitable sites outside the 

8.4 South Somerset Local Plan 1991-2011 
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Primary Shopping Area, or in Yeovil, the Yeovil 
Town Centre Shopping Area in Edge-of-Centre 
locations, the definition of which will vary 
between centres, having regard to their size 
and nature. For shopping this relates to the 
distance shoppers will wish to walk, especially 
when carrying shopping, and this is unlikely to 
be more than 200 to 300 metres from the 
Primary Shopping Area or Yeovil Town Centre 
Shopping Area. In the smaller centres the 
distance is likely to be less. Ease of access will 
also contribute to the determination of edge-of-
centre location. 

 
8.22 The third preferred locations in the 

sequential test are District and Local Centres. 
District centres are groups of shops, separate 
from the town centre, usually containing at 
least one food supermarket or superstore, and 
non-retail services such as banks, building 
societies and restaurants. Local centres are 
small groupings of shops and limited other 
services providing for local needs and are, 
therefore, appropriate for only small scale 
additional development. The District Council 
also considers it desirable to support the 
provision of local shops and services across 
the District - individual or small groups of 
shops serving local residential areas or 
villages. Policy guidance on small-scale 
shopping proposals outside town centres is 
given below. 

 
8.23 Paragraph 8.13 above refers to the 

implementation of transport strategies for the 
Towns in South Somerset.  Car parking is an 
integral part of such studies and where, having 
regard to Policies TP6 and TP7 of the Plan, 
new car parking is required in town centres 
this should have regard to the strategies’ 
objectives and serve the centre as a whole.  
The Council will, therefore, work in partnership 
with the relevant parties in the provision and 
management of such parking. 

Policy MC2 
In order to sustain and enhance the vitality 
and viability of town centres, new shopping 
proposals will be permitted firstly within 
the town centres or the Yeovil town centre 
shopping area, followed by edge-of-centre 
locations then district and local centres, 
provided that: 

 
1. The proposals are of a scale 

appropriate to the size and function 
of the town centres or local centre 
and would help to sustain and 
enhance the vitality and viability of 
the centre; 

2. The proposals, either alone or 
combined with other recent and 
outstanding planning permissions, 
would not seriously affect the 
viability of another nearby town 
centre as a whole or the rural 
economy including village shops; 
and 

3. Parking will serve the centre as a 
whole. 

 
8.24 In line with the policy clarification contained in 

the Caborn Statement (Parliamentary answer 
February 1999), proposals outside first 
preferred locations are required to 
demonstrate both the need for additional 
facilities and that a sequential approach has 
been applied in selecting the location. The 
Caborn Statement established that need 
‘..should not be regarded as being fulfilled 
simply by showing that there is capacity (in 
physical terms) or demand (in terms of 
available expenditure within the proposal’s 
catchment area)..’. Such sites shall be 
accessible by a choice of means of transport.  
Any developer must demonstrate that all 
potential sites in preferred locations have been 
thoroughly assessed (the sequential test), 
before proposing less central sites for retail or 
other key town centre uses.  Proposals for 
development will also be assessed under the 
highway and car parking policies. 

 
8.25 Local post offices and pharmacies are 

important local community services in both 
local centres and villages. Permission will not 
be granted for their inclusion in out-of-centre 
shopping proposals where it is considered that 
existing local services will be adversely 
affected. Conditions will also be attached on 
any permission to this effect. 

 
8.26 Shopping developments can change their 

composition and trading style over time. This 
can be important in locations outside the town 
centres when otherwise unacceptable forms of 
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development could result which could impact 
on the vitality and viability of an existing 
centre. To avoid this situation, the District 
Council will, where appropriate, use planning 
conditions to prevent the development 
changing in unacceptable ways. 

Policy MC3  
Outside the preferred locations, shopping 
proposals, other than those serving local 
day-to-day needs, will only be permitted 
where there is a clearly defined need which 
cannot be accommodated in preferred 
locations, and provided that: 
1. The proposals are of a scale 

appropriate to the size and function 
of the town; and 

2. The proposals, either alone or 
combined with other recent and 
outstanding planning permissions, 
would not seriously affect the vitality 
and viability of any town centre as a 
whole or the rural economy 
including village shops 

Developers proposing an out-of-centre 
development will need to demonstrate that 
all potential preferred locations have been 
thoroughly assessed and that the proposed 
development is accessible by a choice of 
means of transport. 
In order to ensure that any approved 
development does not subsequently 
change its trading style or composition 
such that it would no longer be acceptable, 
the district council will consider imposing 
conditions to: 
• Prevent subdivision into a larger 

number of smaller units; and 
• Limit the range or types of goods sold 

and services provided. 
The District Council will also consider 
imposing conditions to prevent the 
inclusion of post offices and pharmacies 
where they would be likely to adversely 
affect easily accessible facilities available 
to the local community. 
 

8.27 In the application of the above shopping 
policies no distinction is drawn between 
comparison and convenience shopping.  

 Other Uses in Town Centres
 
8.28 The provision of a variety of uses and activities 

in town centres is important in maintaining 
their vitality and viability. Shopping is the main 
use but other business uses such as banks, 
building societies, estate agents, 
pubs/restaurants and clubs can add to the 
vitality and viability by providing services that 
can be combined with shopping. Similarly, 
community facilities providing medical, 
educational, arts and leisure services also 
enhance a centre’s attractiveness. It is 
important to also recognise that people 
continuing to live in centres are also important 
to the life and vitality of town centres. 

 
8.29 Policy MC4, therefore, promotes a flexible 

approach to town centre uses outside primary 
shopping frontages. Non-retail uses will be 
supported provided that they do not result in 
new concentrations of such uses where the 
cumulative effects can cause local problems 
and harm the centre.  

 
8.30 Food and drink uses (restaurants, cafes and 

hot food take-aways) have important leisure 
and service roles within town centres and 
contribute to the vitality and interest in such 
areas. There has been a noticeable growth in 
hot food take-aways and there is evidence that 
these premises in particular can cause 
problems to residents and businesses in 
nearby properties because of noise, smell, 
fumes and other disturbance. Therefore, when 
considering proposals for such uses, in 
addition to safeguarding primary shopping 
frontages, particular attention will be given to 
any possible environmental impact or nuisance 
to nearby properties which could result, in 
accordance with policies elsewhere in this 
plan. 

Policy MC4 
Within the defined town centres, but 
outside the primary shopping frontages, 
the following uses will be permitted except 
where proposals will create a concentration 
of such uses where the cumulative impact 
would be harmful to the vitality and viability 
of the centre. 

8.6 South Somerset Local Plan 1991-2011 
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• Offices providing financial and 
professional services (class A2 of 
the use classes order); 

• Premises for the sale of food and 
drink - for consumption on or off the 
premises (classes A3, A4 and A5 of 
the use classes order); 

• Non-residential institutions (class D1 
of the use classes order); 

• Assembly and leisure (class D2 of 
the use classes order);or 

• Residential (classes C1 and C3 of 
the use classes order) 

 
8.31 As referred to above, the District Council 

wishes to encourage diversification of uses in 
town centres. People living in town centres are 
important to this diversity by creating 
atmosphere and improving attractiveness. One 
way this can, and is being achieved is through 
the Living Over The Shop initiative, whereby 
under-used or vacant space above shops and 
businesses is reused to provide affordable 
housing. Further advice on this is detailed in 
paragraphs 10.62 to 10.64 in the Housing 
Chapter. 

 
 Location of Non-Shopping Key Town Centre 

Uses 
 
8.32 Town centres should also be the preferred 

location of other key town centre uses (those 
which attract a lot of people). Locating major 
travel generators in town centres, where there 
is the greatest access to a choice of means of 
transport, also helps to achieve the wider 
objective of more sustainable development. 

 
8.33 The sequential approach will therefore also 

apply to other uses that attract large numbers 
of people such as: commercial and public 
offices, higher education establishments; 
hospitals, entertainment, leisure, and other 
such uses. For such uses, the first preferred 
location will relate more to other factors, such 
as transport facilities, rather than shopping 
streets and will need to be considered against 
individual proposals. The distance for edge-of-
centre locations (second preferred 
locations), based again on the distance 
people would be prepared to walk, is likely to 

be within 300m of the defined Town Centre. In 
the case of offices, edge-of-centre will be 
based on the distance from the bus or railway 
station, and could be up to 500 metres. In all 
instances, ease of access will also contribute 
to the determination of edge-of-centre location. 

Policy MC5 
In order to sustain and enhance their 
vitality and viability, town centres will be 
the preferred locations for non-shopping 
uses which attract a lot of people. 
Proposals for such uses will be permitted 
firstly within town centres where they are 
readily accessible to public transport 
facilities, followed by edge-of-centre 
locations, provided that they are of a scale 
appropriate to the size and function of the 
town centre and would help to sustain and 
enhance the vitality and viability of the 
town centre as a whole. 

 
8.34 As with retail proposals, need will be material 

to the consideration of leisure proposals 
outside preferred locations, in the context as 
outlined in paragraph  8.24 above. Any 
developer must demonstrate that all potential 
sites in preferred locations have been 
thoroughly assessed, before proposing less 
central sites for other key town centre uses. 

Policy MC6 
Outside town centres, proposals for non-
shopping uses which attract a lot of 
people, will only be permitted where it 
cannot be accommodated in preferred 
locations, and provided that: 
1. Proposals for leisure development 

demonstrate a need for the 
proposal; 

2. The proposals are of a scale 
appropriate to the size and function 
of the town; and 

3. The proposals, either alone or 
combined with other recent and 
outstanding planning permissions, 
would not seriously affect the 
viability of any town centre as a 
whole or the rural economy 
including village shops. 
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Developers proposing an out-of-centre 
development will need to demonstrate that 
all potential preferred locations have been 
thoroughly assessed and that the 
proposed development is accessible by a 
choice of means of transport. 

 
 Design in Town Centres
 
8.35 Town centres must provide a high quality 

environment if they are to be attractive places 
to visit and continue to be successful. Many of 
the District’s town centres are historic places, 
often conservation areas with many listed 
buildings, and this important character will be 
safeguarded in accordance with policies in 
Chapter 4 (Historic and Built Environment). 
Inappropriate design of new development, not 
just new buildings but also new frontages, 
advertisements and security measures, etc., 
can alter substantially the appearance of 
buildings and the wider street scene, ultimately 
detracting from the character and 
attractiveness of the town centre. 

 
8.36 New developments must recognise their 

importance to the street scene and 
contribution to an attractive environment. 
Proposals should have proper regard to their 
relationship to their surroundings and be 
designed to develop and enhance local 
character. This can be achieved by adding 
interest and variety as well as reflecting local 
characteristics. Designs should, therefore, 
avoid blank frontages to public areas and also 
the prescriptive use of uniform styles without 
regard to local character. 

 
8.37 Building frontages and advertisements can, 

if inappropriate, alter substantially the 
appearance of buildings in the street scene 
and can ultimately detract from the character 
of localities. There are sensitive locations, 
including the historic town centres, where 
advertisements should be strictly controlled or 
even discouraged to avoid detracting from the 
character of the area. Accordingly, where 
proposals for new buildings or shop frontages 
are submitted, or where express 
advertisement consent is required for signs (in 
accordance with the Advertisement 
Regulations), the District Council will resist 
inappropriate proposals and encourage those 

which would preserve or enhance the 
character of the locality. 

 
8.38 The character and appearance of shopfronts 

can also be radically altered by the addition of 
security measures, such as external shutters, 
box housings, guide tracks, locking devices, 
etc. Such alterations  can even  have  a 
detrimental impact on the character and 
 attractiveness of a whole street or area, 
especially when several nearby shopfronts are 
affected. The District Council is aware of the 
concerns of retailers for security but at the 
same time is aware of that indiscriminate and 
insensitive use of some of the more intrusive 
measures can have a harmful effect on the 
appearance and attractiveness of the locality. 

 
8.39 Paragraph 8.28, above, refers to the 

importance of a diversity of uses in town 
centres in creating atmosphere and 
attractiveness and the role of continued, and 
increased housing provision. Continued 
access to upper floors of buildings is 
essential if this potential housing is to be 
realised. Proposals to remove separate access 
to upper floors will not, therefore, be permitted. 

 
8.40 Accessibility for all is also an important 

factor in making town centres attractive places 
to visit. This can be achieved in a variety of 
ways, including clear signing, available car 
parking, and the promotion of schemes such 
as Shopmobility, all of which have been used 
successfully in the District. However, whilst 
these improve access into town centres, at a 
more detailed level it is also necessary to 
ensure access into individual premises. New 
developments, including replacement/ 
refurbished frontages, should therefore 
provide level access unless there are valid 
reasons, such as listed building/conservation 
area concerns or differences in levels. 

Policy MC7  
New development in town centres will be 
permitted provided that:  
1. The design has proper regard to the 

proposal’s relationship to its 
surroundings and develops and 
enhances local character; 
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2 It preserves any existing separate 
access to floors above ground level; 
and 

3. Reasonable and practicable provision 
is made to provide access for all 
users. 

 
8.41 In recognition of the need for these matters to 

adequately respect the visual amenities of 
localities, the District Council has prepared 
supplementary planning guidance - ‘The 
Design of Shopfronts, Signs and Security 
Measures’ - which elaborates on the standards 
of design and quality of materials required. All 
such proposals will, however, be determined 
against Policy MC7. Further advice regarding 
conservation areas and listed buildings is 
contained in Chapter 4: Historic and Built 
Environment. 

 
Enhancement 
 
8.42 The District Council is committed to 

maintaining and improving the attractiveness 
of the built environment and to this end 
undertakes a programme of environmental 
enhancements. The town centres are major 
focus of this work and schemes are currently 
proposed for Yeovil and Chard. Further such 
improvements are proposed in this Plan for the 
eastern end of Yeovil Town Centre (see 
Proposal MC/YEOV/8). 

 
SHOPPING AND SERVICES OUTSIDE TOWN 
CENTRES 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
8.43 The need for local services - shops, post 

offices, pubs, etc. - is as important within 
towns as it is in villages and the rural areas. 
They meet people's day to day needs, reduce 
the dependence on the car and the need to 
travel, and play a vital economic and social 
role, particularly in rural areas. 

 
8.44 In towns, such local services are provided 

outside town centres in local centres and 
individual shops and businesses. Elsewhere, 
there are shops, post offices and pubs in many 
of the villages. Increasingly such facilities are 
also being provided in conjunction with other 

uses, such as farm shops or petrol filling 
stations. 

 
LOCAL PLAN OBJECTIVES 
 
8.45 The main objectives are to maintain and 

improve the provision of local shops and 
services in new and existing housing areas, 
villages, and rural areas. In order to achieve 
these objectives, policies in this plan are 
designed to maintain and enhance such local 
services. 

 
POLICIES 
 

Local Shopping and Services 
 
8.46 Local services provide for day-to-day needs of 

a community - small scale items, usually 
convenience shopping (food, confectionery, 
post office, etc.) on a regular basis. They 
provide valuable and important facilities, 
particularly for the least mobile members of the 
community, especially in rural areas, where 
there are few if any readily accessible 
alternatives. Such services also contribute to 
the rural economy. Across the District these 
services appear to be well supported by local 
people and the Council considers it important 
that such valuable facilities continue to be 
accessible. 

 
8.47 The disappearance of local shops is, however, 

a nation-wide phenomenon attributed to 
various factors such as competition from 
supermarkets and increased personal mobility. 
The effect of the Uniform Business Rate and 
Community Charge on small businesses 
resulted in closures, particularly where a 
property had a mixed use i.e. partly business 
and partly residential. The loss of such 
facilities, particularly to the point where there 
are few or no such facilities remaining to a 
community, can have detrimental impacts on 
the life and attractiveness of rural areas. The 
District Council wishes to ensure that people 
who live in rural areas should have reasonable 
access to a range of community services and 
facilities, particularly as public transport and 
alternatives to the car are limited in these 
areas. Policy MS1 therefore resists the loss of 
local shops and services where this would 
result in a significant or total loss of local 
services to the community. 
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8.48 It is recognised, however, that it may not 
always be possible to prevent closure of local 
shops and services where it is uneconomic for 
the use to continue. However, the success or 
otherwise of such businesses can be 
dependant on other factors. Therefore, 
proposals involving the loss of local services 
will only be permitted where it is demonstrated 
that the applicant has made every reasonable 
attempt to secure suitable business or local 
community re-use. 

Policy MS1 
Proposals which would result in the loss of 
shops or other local services will not be 
permitted where this would result in a 
significant or total loss of such services to 
the community, except where the applicant 
has made every reasonable attempt to 
secure suitable business or local 
community re-use. 

 
8.49 In those places selected as being suitable for 

development in principle - Towns, Rural 
Centres (Policy ST1), and Villages (Policy 
ST2) - small scale local shops, services and 
offices will be encouraged. 

 
8.50 Some suburban areas have been developed 

without the provision of local facilities. There is 
some scope for the improvement of such 
facilities and this will generally be encouraged. 
Where new development is proposed, the 
Local Plan seeks to ensure that facilities 
required to serve the development are in place 
or will be provided. In particular, new 
community facilities are proposed as part of 
the Key Sites at Chard and Thorne Lane, 
Yeovil (see Proposals KS/CHAR/1 and 
KS/YEWI/2). These allocations are large 
enough to justify the provision of separate 
facilities and where existing services are not 
adequate. 

Policy MS2  
Proposals for shops and services in 
suburban areas of towns, rural centres, 
villages, and new residential developments 
will be permitted provided that they are of a 
scale to serve no more than the local area. 

 
 

 Local Shops and Services Outside 
Development Areas  

 
8.51 Within some of the plan area settlements 

without defined Development Areas (see 
Chapter 2 of the Plan) there are a number of 
existing small scale shops. There may be 
further limited opportunities in these 
settlements for small scale shops, strictly to 
meet the needs of the settlements or 
immediate locality. However, it must be 
stressed that new buildings will be strictly 
controlled in accordance with other policies of 
the Local Plan. 

Policy MS3  

Proposals for the provision of small scale 
shops will be permitted in settlements that 
are not defined development areas, 
provided that they are on a scale 
commensurate with the shopping needs of 
the settlement or immediate locality. 
 
Farm Shops 

 
8.52 Planning permission for a farm shop is not 

normally required for farms, groups of farms or 
nurseries when selling their own, unprocessed 
produce. Planning permission is required for 
the sale of food or goods produced elsewhere 
or if it has been processed. Pressure for such 
uses is likely to increase as farmers consider 
ways to diversify their activities in order to 
maintain or improve business viability. In some 
rural areas, where there has been a decline in 
village shops, farm shops can provide an 
alternative form of local shopping. This is not 
always the case, however, and the District 
Council is aware that farm shops can have an 
impact on the viability of existing village shops. 
Proposals for farm shops will not, therefore, be 
permitted where the viability of nearby local 
shops is likely to be adversely affected. 
Additionally, such proposals must have full 
regard to the rural character and landscape 
quality of the locality and any traffic problems, 
in accordance with other policies of this plan. 
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Policy MS4  
Proposals for farm shops will be permitted 
provided that they:- 
 
1. Form part of an agricultural holding; 
2. Use existing buildings wherever 

possible. If a new building is 
proposed, this shall be contained 
within or be integrated with a group 
of existing buildings; and 

 
3. They would not unacceptably harm 

the viability of any nearby shops. 
 
Where planning permission is granted the 
district council may impose conditions on 
the planning permission or seek planning 
obligations to limit the scale, range and 
nature of goods to be sold that are not 
produced on the farm. 
 
Petrol Filling Stations
 

8.53 Shops within petrol filling stations can also 
have a useful role in providing local 
convenience shopping, and occasionally other 
local services, particularly in rural areas. 
However, this must not be at the expense of 
nearby community based services and shops 
within petrol filling stations will be controlled 
accordingly. 

Policy MS5  
Proposals for shops ancillary to petrol 
filling stations will be permitted except 
where it would adversely affect nearby 
shopping available to the local community. 

 
Markets and Car Boot Sales 

 
8.54 Markets are a long established commercial 

activity in South Somerset and weekly markets 
are held in most of the main towns. They have 
been and continue to be an important part of 
town centre activity and attraction and the 
Council continues to seek improvements to 
maintain this position. Car boot sales are, 
however, a much more recent feature and 
there has been significant growth in numbers 
held in recent years. At present, the 
intermittent use of land for these activities for 
less than 14 times a year does not normally 
require planning permission. However, the 

District Council is concerned that, where there 
is an intention to hold markets on a regular 
basis year by year, albeit on not more than 14 
times a year, the need for planning permission 
may arise. In such circumstances, the District 
Council will investigate whether planning 
permission is required. Further advice on this 
matter is available from the District Council. 

 
8.55 It is recognised that most market and many car 

boot sales operate without problems. There 
has, however, been a tendency in recent years 
for these activities to become more 
commercial and are larger and more regular. 
Such activities can cause considerable 
problems in terms of increased traffic, 
overflowing, parking, noise, litter and general 
disturbance. Furthermore, these activities can 
often start early in the morning and generate 
significant numbers of visitors. Not all sites 
are, therefore, suitable for markets or car boot 
sales on a formal basis and for these reasons 
commercial traders will not normally be 
acceptable at car boot sales. When 
considering proposals for these uses, the 
District Council will be especially concerned to 
prevent unnecessary disturbance to nearby 
residents and ensure highway safety. The 
requirements of Policy ST6 of this Local Plan 
will, therefore, need to be fully satisfied. 

 
8.56 Although existing markets are well related to 

nearby shopping centres and complement the 
town's shopping facilities, there are concerns 
about the effects of proposals for new 
markets, which are often much larger and 
cannot be located close to the town centre. 
Proposals for new markets will, therefore, also 
be considered against the above retail policies 
and their impact on the vitality or viability of a 
nearby town centre. 

 
Garden Centres and Nurseries 

 
8.57 As well as increasing in size, there is also a 

tendency for garden centres to sell a wide 
range of goods, some of which, such as 
sheds, conservatories and play equipment, 
are additional to the original purpose of the 
sale of horticultural and gardening goods. If 
uncontrolled, this could lead to a wide variety 
of unrelated goods being sold which would 
compete with existing shops and stores in 
nearby villages and towns. The District 
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Council will, therefore, limit by condition any 
garden centre or nursery permission to 
prohibit general retail use and restrict the type 
of goods sold to those associated with 
horticulture or gardening. The same 
considerations will apply to the establishment 
of any additional services, such as cafes or 
offices, to ensure that they are ancillary to the 
sale of horticultural or gardening goods. 

8.58 Garden centres in particular can become 
significant commercial operations, with an 
increasingly urban appearance resulting from 
the number and size of buildings, the 
extensive areas of open display and storage 
and also the large car parks. Such 
developments would generally be harmful to 
the high quality landscapes of the plan area. 
Proposals for the erection of new garden 
centres or nurseries or for the extension of 
existing ones will, therefore, be strictly 
controlled having regard to the impact on the 
locality. Garden centres can also generate 
high volumes of traffic and as such will be 
considered having regard to wider transport 
and sustainable development objectives. 
Proposals, which are not accessible by a 
choice of means of transport and would be 
likely to encourage car-borne travel, will not be 
permitted. Furthermore, in many of the rural 
parts of the plan area, the local roads are 
unsuitable for high levels of traffic, and in such 
areas, proposals will not be permitted. 

 

Policy MS6  
Outside defined development areas 
proposals for new garden centres and 
nurseries, and for extensions to existing 
ones, will be permitted provided that they 
use existing buildings wherever possible. 
 
Planning permission will be subject to 
conditions prohibiting general retail sales 
and limiting the type of goods sold to those 
associated with horticulture or gardening 
and the range and scale of any additional 
services to be provided will be restricted to 
ensure that they are ancillary to the main 
purpose. 
 
Proposals which are not accessible by a 
choice of means of transport and would be 

likely to encourage the use of the private 
car will not be permitted. 
 
 

Control of Advertisements 
 
8.59 Shop fronts and advertisements communicate 

information to the public, and are essential to 
many commercial activities.  They can take 
many forms, but in the context of Policy MS7 
“advertisement” means those items referred to 
in the Town and Country Planning (Control of 
Advertisements) Regulations 1992.   

 
8.60 The quality of the environment can be 

adversely affected by advertisements that are 
visually intrusive by their siting, design, colour, 
materials, illumination or scale.  Excessive 
numbers of advertisements can produce 
unacceptable clutter which detracts from the 
character of the property and area.  
Advertisements can also lead to road safety 
problems by distracting road users, or 
reducing highway visibility.  Consequently 
decisions regarding applications for 
advertisement consent will be made with 
regard to amenity and public safety.   

 
8.61 Where illumination is required, such lighting 

shall be designed to avoid light pollution, for 
additional guidance see the Council’s 
supplementary planning guidance - External 
Artificial Lighting. 

 
8.62 In conservation areas, near historic or 

architecturally significant buildings and in 
designated landscape areas, advertisements 
should be discouraged or strong control 
exercised to avoid visual harm to the town, 
village or landscape character. 

 
8.63 Outside Development Areas, roadside 

advertisements will be restricted to those 
necessary to give advance warning to 
motorists.  

Policy MS7 
Permission for the display of 
advertisements, signs and notice boards, 
including on shopfronts, will be permitted 
where they: 
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• Are in keeping with the character of the 
surrounding area in terms of siting, 
design, materials, illumination, scale 
and number; and 

• Do not prejudice public safety. 
 

Advertisements including internally 
illuminated projecting or fascia signs, that 
would have an adverse impact upon the 
setting, character or appearance or views 

in or out of conservation areas or the 
setting, character or appearance of 
outstanding heritage settlements, listed 
buildings or designated landscape areas, 
will not be permitted. 
 
Outside development areas roadside 
advertisements and illuminated signs will 
only be permitted in exceptional 
circumstances. 
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